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I have to write this while playing “Fast Car” by Tracy Chapman, the song that brings me back to 

childhood nights dancing barefoot on our hardwood living room floor… my dad lifting me up and tipping 

me over while my mom made tomato soup in the kitchen and laughed with us. I’m not even sure if that 

memory is real, or just a nostalgic longing for something that could have been, but it’s there. Tomato 

soup and Tracy Chapman.  

It was Aoife’s favorite song as a baby, and even now I see her tapping her foot to it under the kitchen 

table. The song fills every corner of the room, along with a comfortable silence between us. Aoife has 

her art project of the week in front of her, something with messy watercolors. I have a well worn book 

open, dangerously near my hot mug of peppermint tea. Tucked in the novel’s pages is a flyer for a Deaf 

children’s event I worked at several weeks ago. The seascape bookmark I usually use is lost somewhere 

in the return stack at the library we visit weekly. Oh well. Before we moved, I used to keep ocean 

landscapes all over my house: seashells in jars in the bathroom, a starfish mobile catching what little 

wind blew through outside… Now, I breathe in ocean air on my own back patio.  

Aoife discards her project for the moment and moves to the living room, where she’ll sit with her Star 

Wars blankets piled around her in a cocoon. Lost in her own world. One of the cats will usually join her 

and demand attention and praise for just existing. Sometimes I just sit and watch her, neglecting my 

journal or my books. I used to fantasize about having a library so immense I would need a sliding ladder 

to reach everything. Now, the entire house has become a library of its own. A little cluttered, but warm. 

Home. 

I call for Aoife and when she turns to my voice, I use sign language to ask if she’s hungry, my curved 

hand tracing a path down my chest, eyebrows raised. She shakes a fist enthusiastically—a definite yes. I 

only work with Deaf children and teens a few times a week, but practicing the language at home has 

become second nature. During the times when The Anxiety weighs down on me and stifles my already 

shaky voice, it comforts me to make words with my hands.  

There was a time when my worries were a constant battle, a dark thundercloud inside my chest that 

could almost immobilize me. Over the years, I’ve been able to soften the thundercloud. Days, 

sometimes weeks, pass by without its influence over me. It’s still there sometimes, an interjection in the 

back of my mind that tells me I’m not good enough, but it’s easier to let go now. It’s easier to breathe. 

Maybe it’s the ocean nearby. Maybe it’s the stillness of an empty house when Nick is at work and Aoife 

is at school, when I can be alone for a few hours with some pages of blank paper and a pen. Maybe it’s 

just time and distance from memories.  

I turn off Tracy, letting the room stay quiet, not needing to constantly fill every second with distractions 

as I used to, but still remembering. Maybe I’ll make tomato soup for dinner.  


